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or leaving, per second, times its velocity, and (6) the pressure upon this mass at the place of entrance or exit, respectively—force is equal to mass times acceleration, which is equal to momentum produced per second in the direction of the force.
Let, now, P be the pressure in the undisturbed atmosphere, and hence at the front end of the tube; P ± p the pressure at the rear end of the tube (p being either positive or negative, owing to whether this end of the tube is in the compression or rarefaction portion, respectively, of the wave); v the velocity of entry of air of density p into the tube; v + u and pi the velocity and density, respectively, of the air as it leaves the tube; and X the assumed sustaining external pressure, constant at each particular phase, and thus constant at the exit end of the tube.
Hence, the momentum entering the tube of unit cross-section per second is, if m is the mass
mv +P.
Similarly, the momentum leaving the tube per second is, since the mass within the tube cannot change,
m (v + u) + P ± p + X. But the two momenta are equal therefore
mu — pvu ~ p ± X.
If, now, X = 0
p
pv =   ' u
and the sound moves on without the aid of any external force with the velocity
v = P •                                              (1)
pu                                               w
As above explained,
P! (v + u) = pv,
and, if the air remains isothermal, pi is given by
(P ± p) = P Pi          p
Hence, neglecting pu, the product of two relatively small terms,
pv u = p
and, substituting in equation (1),
(Newton) Or, if the compressional changes take place adiubatieally,

